In this paper, we address the enhancing of Google Scholar engine, in the context of text retrieval, through two mechanisms related to the interrogation protocol namely: query expansion and reformulation. Besides the both mechanisms, we adopt reranking scheme using a pseudo relevance feedback algorithm we have proposed previously in the context of Content based Image Retrieval (CBIR) namely Majority Voting Re-ranking Algorithm (MVRA). The experiments conducted using ten queries reveal very promising results in terms of effectiveness.
Introduction
Information retrieval system aims at extracting, from a large information repository, a subset of information satisfying the user requirement expressed as a query [1] . As common users, we feel unsatisfied with the returned results. From our modest point of view, the reasons behind this non satisfaction are: (1) the less significance of encoding methods considered into indexing stage, (2) the less expressivity of languages considered into interrogation protocol and (3) the considering of both document and query just as vectors belonging to features space vector over the matching process.
Owing to the pre-cited non-satisfaction reasons, it is mandatory to enhance results answered by information retrieval system. Re-ranking and automatic query reformulation/expansion are some schemes for materializing this enhancement.
In this paper, we address the improvement of Google Scholar engine [2] through combining re-ranking and query expansion/reformulation schemes. The concepts to be added are extracted from the first returned documents. For re-ranking, we utilize Majority Voting Re-ranking Algorithm (MVRA) we have previously proposed in the context of CBIR. Open Access
The rest of the paper is arranged then as follows: Section 2 is devoted to present MVRA. In Section 3, we present query expansion and reformulation schemes. Section 4 talks about Google Scholar engine. We present, in Section 5, the architecture and the execution scenario of the proposed approach. Section 6 shows the experiments conducted and we conclude the paper with a conclusion.
Majority Voting Re-ranking Algorithm (MVRA)
The retrospect of what have been achieved into CBIR field reveals that CBIR is a mixture of two very interesting research domains namely information retrieval and machine vision. Indeed, in its first steps, CBIR [3] has adopted documentary information retrieval techniques [4] . Even with ontology approach [5] , CBIR is still borrowing from text retrieval field.
Both of CBIR and text retrieval are qualified as problems difficult to be defined formally. Such kind of problems requires involving user for reaching solution. Relevance feedback is the scheme materializing user involvement through exploiting results judgment. This mechanism of relevance feedback has been firstly adopted within text retrieval field [6] and applied thereafter within CBIR [7] .
The pseudo code of MVRA, introduced in [11] , [12] , [13] , is given in Figure 1 . Unfortunately, users are not always ready to give their relevance feedback. This leads the system adopting pseudo relevance feedback relying on the assumption that the first results of the initial search are relevant. Pseudo relevance feedback mechanism attempts then extracting correlation from the first returned results. There are many approaches for pseudo relevance feedback automatic learning [8] : clustering approach using algorithms such as K-means [9] and Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering Method (HACM) [10] , query reformulation, and parameterization of matching measures approach. In previous works [11] , [12] , [13] , we have proposed a new algorithm, for re-ranking results into CBIR field, known as Majority Voting Re-ranking Algorithm (MVRA). Using MVRA, as textual information retrieval enhancement, is then an attempt to say that it is time that algorithms introduced within CBIR contribute for improving the ancestor field that of information retrieval. It is time then that information retrieval field takes advantage of MVRA based on the collective relevance judgment and the new comparison way that of comparing between two documents rather than the traditional comparison manner, considered in documentary information retrieval field, that of comparing between a query and a document.
Query Expansion and Query Reformulation
The main purpose of an information retrieval system is satisfying the information user requirement through allowing access to the relevant documents [14] , [15] . This requirement is commonly expressed as a query according to the adopted interrogation protocol. The major problem within the information retrieval field is the gap between the following couples: (information need, query), (query, index) and (corpus, index). Moreover, there are surely other problems of other necessary aspects such as: making the passage from data to information [16] , the appropriate matching measure taking into account the semantic aspect [17] , [18] . An additional issue to point out here is that there is a strong relation between the all these cited problems.
In this subsection, we address (information need, query) problem as a preprocessing operation in order to well deal with the (query, index) problem. In other words, we are interested here in query expansion and reformulation [19] , [20] .
Contrary to query expansion process which adds some other concepts to the original query, query reformulation proceeds to reformulate completely the query discarding the initial query concepts. Provided that the retrieval processes is based on data statistics rather than information where concepts are replaced simply by words or terms, the theoretical comparison between the both notions (expansion and reformulation) does not enable us to say anything conclusive. Indeed, relying just on new terms, keeping the same concepts, seems to be a good direction for accessing new documents which is good in terms of recall. In the other hand, keeping the initial query terms, through expansion mechanism, may lead to better results refinement which is good in terms of precision.
As done within PhraseFinder system [21] , we add terms co-occurred, in first documents, with the initial query terms. Otherwise, we appeal to rely on occurrences number as term selection criteria.
We aim then to improve the performance of Google Scholar through adopting pseudo relevance feedback mechanism and combing two schemes: query expansion coming from information retrieval field and MVRA proposed in the context of CBIR. For doing so, we proceed to:  Utilize Local Context Analysis (LCA) [22] as an expansion method.  Rely seldom on abstract terms rather than all document terms for the reason that documents are research scholars. This is efficient in the both cases: expansion and MVRA.  Besides discarding the stop list (articles, prepositions, etc) as any basic information retrieval field do, we proceed to discard other research terminology such as Experimental Results and Conclusion.
Google Scholar Engine
Google Scholar [2] is an information retrieval engine handling, since its appearance in November 2004, scientific searching and allowing to scientific researches being visible to the academic community [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] .
Google Scholar, as a Google service, adopts semi automatic query expansion scheme. Indeed, the system proposes, for the user, other keywords to be added for each submitted concept. Moreover, Google Scholar uses the feedback for improving performances and allowing refinement results. 
The Architecture of our approach
The execution scenario of our approach is as follows: the user submits his/her information requirement, as query keywords, to the system. Google Scholar will then be communicated using the query submitted by the user. Two scenarios are expected:  The first results set answered by Google Scholar should be re-ranked employing MVRA. The new keywords being added to the original query are extracted just from the first subset of MVRA output. The expanded query is communicated again to Google Scholar and the corresponding results will be visualized to the user.  The second scenario is that the new keywords being added to the original query are extracted just from the first subset of returned documents. The new reformulated query is communicated again to Google Scholar. The returned results are re-ranked using MVRA to be visualized to the user. Figure 3 presents the general architecture of the proposed approach. 
Experimental Results
For testing our approach, we have built a system to which we submitted 10 queries of different disciplines. For each query, Google Scholar proposes some keywords being added. Table 1 presents the expanded queries proposed by Google Scholar and those proposed by our system for the different considered queries. As Google engine, Google scholar is a black box whose the function way is still unknown. This fact is proved in Table2 where the rank presented by Google Scholar, for "Query Expansion" query is different of our developed system based on vector model and Cosine similarity as a matching measure. Table3 shows the rank of the 9 first documents without and with MVRA (two cases are adopted: separation of terms, non separation of terms) in the case of "Query Expansion" query. Contrary to Google, the results returned, by Google Scholar, have the PDF format. This format, contrary to HTML format, is rich in information content and simple to be processed automatically. Our system is developed using Java language. We have utilized iTextpdf.jar as an API allowing making the passage from PDF to Text. Table 3 . Some queries as ranked with and without MVRA. For evaluation, we utilize Precision and Recall metrics adapted for the case of the web [28] . These metrics are given respectively as follows:
Where Cq is the number of considered documents and rq is a description of relevant documents computed here via a binary classification using Hierarchical 
As shown in Figure 4 , the good effect of using MVRA is evident. According to Figure 5 , experiments show the clear superiority of enhancing scheme using query expansion and MVRA especially (expansion + MVRA) scenario which yields the best performances over the considered queries. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have addressed the enhancement of Google Scholar engine through using query expansion and Majority voting re-ranking Algorithm. The experiments show the clear superiority of enhancing scheme especially (expansion + MVRA) scenario which yields the best performances over the considered queries. 
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